Contemporary Cultural Criticism). Wang presented a review of the historical evolution of comparative literature against the discipline's international background and probed into theoretical issues in both Western and Chinese-language comparative literature. Wang discussed cultural phenomena in the processes of the transformation in the new period of Chinese literature and analyzed the emergence of postmodernism in contemporary Western and Chinese literature. Wang concluded that Eastern and Western literary phenomena can be best analyzed in cross-cultural and interdisciplinary research and took the initiative of calling for interdisciplinary studies of comparative literature in the late 1980s, which gained expression in his 2002 book 文学与精神分析学 (Literature and Psychoanalysis). Wang not only traced the origin and development of psychoanalysis in modern China and Chinese writers and intellectuals' response to this "translated" theory, but tried to revise and reconstruct critical theory by reading Chinese literary works.
In his 2000 中西诗学对话 (Dialogue between Chinese and Western Poetics) Xiaolu Wang attempted to break the unequal relationship between East-West poetics in communication and to launch an equal dialogue with Western poetics. Wang discusses research on ancient Chinese literary works in English-language scholarship in two aspects: the historical track of ancient Chinese literary works imported to English and their reception. Wang holds that "terminologies of ancient Chinese literary works should be reorganized and translated continuously and systematically, so that the Western world will gradually get familiar with it" (unless indicated otherwise, all Miaomiao Wang, "Comparative Literature ("重建中国比较诗学" [1] ) and that the fundamental drive" ought to be a "contemporary Chinese literary theory with its own characteristics" ("当代中国文学理论的自身要求" [1] ). Liu suggested that Chinese scholars need to get rid of the impact and use of Western literary theory in order to launch an East-West dialogue on equal footing. Liu summarized major views from important poets and theoretical works and described the development of Chinese comparative poetics. A major achievement of Liu is that he outlined fifty theoretical terminological concepts. Western literature in the twentieth century, especially China's modernism in poetry and part two is on translation including the comparison and evaluation of translators, the review and analysis of contemporary translation theories, and the analysis on the relationship between language and culture in translating. Wang portrays the relationship between Chinese and Western culture and the impact the predecessors have towards later generations with regard to Jacobean drama, James Wright's work about the poet Juyi Bai (白居易), Fu Yan's (严复), and Shu Lin's (林纾) practice of translation, etc. Wang argues that "faithfulness" means an accurate conveying of original content, "expressiveness" means a usage of commonly seen expression, and "elegance" means a reproduction of art and a strengthening of original style to fascinate readers. To achieve "faithfulness, expressiveness, and elegance" Wang proposes two suggestions: one is using sequential translation as much as possible and using literal translation if necessary. His second suggestions is to abide by the original work in style, depth, tone, etc. As a translator, Wang utilizes his own translation practice and thoughts to foresee the interactive development of translation studies and practice. Cao's 2006 比较文学教程 (Course in Comparative Literature) was an event in Chinese comparative literature in that he presented a new theoretical paradigm he termed "variation theory" Cao put forward a basic paradigm and four major theoretical notions: his basic paradigm is "cross-cutting" meaning cross-national, interdisciplinary, and cross-cultural study and the four notions are empirical influence study, parallel study, variation study, and general literary study: "Variation study takes the variation and literariness as its fulcrum. By studying the status of variation in the process of literary communication among diverse nations and cultures, variation study tends to explore the internal law of literary variation" ("比较文学的变异学将变异性和文学性作为自 己的学科支点，通过研究不同国家不同文明之间文学交流的变异状态，来探索文学变异的内在规律" [97] ). Cao argues that in comparative literature it is advantageous to apply the notions of "cross-cutting" and "literariness" because in the process of cross-cutting influenced and restricted by cultural and psychological factors, variation will happen to some extent. Literary variation contains five aspects: language level variation study, transnational and cross-cultural image variation study, literary text variation study, cultural variation study, and literary domestication study. Cao also explores further notions such as cultural filtering, literary misreading, medio-translatology, imagology, and reception study (see also Renmin UP, 2011. Wang, Ning <http://docs.lib.purdue.edu/clcweb/vol15/iss6/17>). As I mention above, Cao locates medio-translatology in variation study. Similar to Yue and Zhang, he also argues that Chinese comparative literature -as a discipline -needs to break away from Western comparative literature and argues for the development of a specific "Chinese School" of comparative literature with its own theoretical and methodological frameworks. In chapter one the French, British, German, North European, Italian, South European, Russian, and Central and East European schools of the discipline are presented. In this chapter the basic theory, histories, and historical positions of European comparative literature are discussed. In chapter two the US-American and Canadian schools of comparative literature are discussed and in chapter three the "Oriental" schools of the discipline including Mainland China, Hong Kong, Macao, Taiwan, India, Japan, Korea, Arabia, and South Africa are discussed. Miaomiao 
In his 2008 当东方与西方相遇: 比较文学专题研究 (When East Meets West: Topical Studies in
Comparative Literature) Zhiqin Jiang takes literary theory as the guiding principle with regard to disciplinary boundaries, the interpretation of classics, cultural filtering, literary misreading, etc. In Jiang's view empirical research involves two aspects: 1) the acceptance and impact of Western writers' works in China and he discusses the work of Franz Kafka and his works' influence on contemporary Chinese writers and 2) research on China's image with regard to its writers abroad. He argues that the study of Chinese writers' image is to seek "for the underlying causes of conflicts at the cultural level … and help to grasp a better understanding of other nations' characteristics, social development, and psychological structure" ("有助于从文化层面上寻找中外表面冲突的深层原因 … 其 次，可以更好地了解和认识其他国家的民族性格、社会发展及其文化潜意识中的某种心理结构" [274] ). Further, Jiang posits that cross-cultural dialogue is an interactive process of "importing" and "exporting" and thus research on the transmission of Chinese writers' works represents a relevant field for Chinese comparative literature. The collision and blending of Chinese and Western literature is not only shown in such literary works, but also in literary theory. It is with a cross-cultural perspective that Jiang discusses comparative literature and I believe his book will prove to be a classic in the Wang argues that Chinese comparative literature is based on local culture and that it absorbs foreign cultures in order to dialogue with the rest of the world.
In conclusion, in the last two or so decades Chinese comparative literature evolved and continues to do so affirming Steven Tötösy de Zepetnek's and Louise O. Vasvári's argument that "What is remarkable -and this is paid scant attention to in Anglophone comparative literature or world literatures scholarship -is that both the concept of the discipline, as well as its institutional presence are advancing in so-called 'peripheral' languages and cultures including Iberian Spanish and Portuguese, Greek, etc., and this is the case also in Latin American languages, Chinese, Indian languages, in Arabic or Farsi" (4). In Chinese comparative literature in particular the cross-cultural study of the "Chinese School" is prominent (although the interdisciplinary approach remains neglected ([see, e.g., Moore <http://docs.lib.purdue.edu/clcweb/vol15/iss6/6>]). Of note is that most if not all Chinese comparatists argue that there is a need to break away from the dominance of Western theoretical frameworks by developing Chinese frameworks while still dialogue with the West and its rich history of the discipline of comparative literature and the study of literature and culture altogether.
